with LPF, and relates variables to waiting times in reourrent events. Lingappaiah (1986) shows that some constants of LPF and GP can be obtained from analyzing any one of these two distributions and a separate analysis for eaoh is not needed. Consul (1986) gives the distribution of the difference of two GP variables and also gives oumulants. Janardan (1937) calls the LPF as the weighted distribution of GP and again obtains both via Lagrange distribution. Consul and Shoukri (1986) deal with the inverse moments of GP. What is being done in this paper is to deal with the sum of two LPF and GP variables under both conditions, such as, when these variables are just independent or they are i.i.d. .Under both these conditions, certain recurrence relations are obtained for the moments. Next, the estimation is taken up. Bayes estimates of the parameters 9 and "X in LPF are put in closed forms under different priors. Finally, LPF of order-k is dealt with. In Lingappaiah (1986) , parameter 0 in LPF is successively re-placed and after k such replacements, a distribution le obtained. This may be termed as LPF of order-k (Type I). Hera, instead of 8, parameter ' X is replaced successively and the resulting distribution after k such replacements is called as LPF or order-k (Type II) distribution.
Recurrence relations
Generalized Poisson (GP) distribution is, and the linear function Poisson (LPP) distribution is, In both (1) and (2), x = 0,1,2,..., 9>0, 2a: Consider two independent LPF variables x and y with parameters i = 1,2, respectively. First, some recurrence relations are given below whioh express <u(9',?/) and ^(Q-j + Xj ,8g, V ) in terms of the derivatives, where 9 = = (Q.| ,9g) and V = These relations tell how by increasing 8^ to i = 1,2, resulting forms can be put in terms of derivatives. Derivation of the results are given in Appendix.
(1) t a (x,Q,*) =9e"" (0+ * x, (9+;\x) x -1 /xt g Similar to (4') in Appendix, by differentiating w.r.t. Q2, 
* i»0
From (4) and (5)« one gets a 2 a/'t ( e', ?,') ^ /T ,\ (6) a^asg ^'n* 9 '^' + IL (ïkiiVVVV^ -i=0 r i=0 2b 1 Now oonsider two i.i.d. LPP variables x and y, each with parameters 9 and a. Define (with z = x+y)
where ho(z) = e" {2e+)kZ, , A -( 6 + B = 6 + A (z-x), a = 1 -A . And also
-525 -Below, oertain relations are given involving y(r,s,t,8,a) and <f>(r,s,t,6,a), Their derivations are given in Appendix.
(9) <|/(r,s,t,e f^) . a 2^( r,s,t,e,^)+(a 2 V0)^(r+1,s t t,
Bayas estimates (LPP)
In this motion, we give the Ba^es estimate of 0 and Bayes estimates are easier to obtain than maximum likelihood estimates, whloh have to be gotten through iteration procedure* Simple priors are taken for 8 and A as exponential and uniform. Estimates involve repeated summations, vhioh oan be handled on computers.
3ai From (2), we get the likelihiood funotion for the LP? case as 
From (13) and (14)» we gat
where From (13) and (15), we gat the Bayas estimate of 8 as, Though (16), (17), (20) and (21) Continuing this way, one gets,
Bq. (26) oan also be proved by induction. Now, replacing 3 in (2) several tines by6+]\x, resulting distribution after such k replacements, is obtained in Lingappaiah (1966) , which can be termed as LPF of order-k (Type I). Sinoe % is replaoed here several times, y(8,kX) oan be termed us LPF of order-k (Type II) and (25) Bq. (27) oan also be proved by induction. Differentiating (27) w.r.t. 9 and using (27) again, we get, using (1),
and (28) gives ( For r = 1, LHS of (4') gives 1/a.,, noting from Lingeppaiah (1986),
RHS of (4') is 8', A')+ [l+/ix( 6^^,02, )] and again, it is easy to check that LHS = RHS in (4') using (4'b). From (4'), by successive differentiating w.r.t.
we get the s-th derivative D® <u'r>;L( 9', A') w.r.t. 61 as (3). For e = 2, if r = 0, LHS of (4') is zero from (4'b). RHS of (3) is 2+(ul(e1+2:\1,82,y] and (4'c) is zero using (4'b) again. (4'e) gives (4).
Si. ce G 2 (Z) = 6 2 (X) + 6 2 (y), we have
Prom (4'b) it is clear that LHS of (3) is 2/o 2 . Now using (4'b) and fi' 21 (x) from Lingappaiah (1986) , along with (4'f), it is seen from (4) that RHS of (4'd) is also 2/a 2 . For r = 0, using (4'a) and (4'b) gives,
0=1+1-(1+1).
If r = 1, LHS of (6) is zero from (4'b). HHS-of (6) is also zero which can be seen using (4b) to each term. Prom (7) and (8) 
we get RHS of (7) Setting x-1 = u and z = (z-2)+2 in (5'c), one gets (9). Prom (7) and (8) Using (6'e) and (4'b) with 9 1 = 9 2 = 9, = = A , it is easy to check that (7'a) is true. Now, 
